


GRANBOARD3s

“The Best quality home use dart board" has evolved
into the next stage.
GRANBOARD 3s, which has been improved, will be released
without changing the existing functions.

【The points of evolution are the three “s”】
1. The [silence] has evolved
Silence is always required for home use dart boards. Improved
shock absorbers and structure help to achieve the number one
silence as an electronic dart board.

2. [Sensor] reliability has evolved
Prevents false reactions by improving the sensor sheet
material. In addition, by registering the outboard with two
sensors, it prevents the false reaction and supports a smooth
game by registering the out reliably.

3. [Segment] quality has evolved
New molds have been created to improve segment and spider
quality. Not only the comfort dart sticking but also the
durability.

-The latest GRANBOARD pro-model with LED features.
-The LED interlinked with app and has various scenarios such
as hit, award video, etc.
-“LED GRAN MAT” and “HUE” by Phillips (both sold separately)
allow you to create an attractive dynamic darts environment at
home.
-Online match “GRAN ONLINE PLAY” is available.
-Superb noise reduction design.
-Built-in outer sensor with adjustable sensitivity (via
GRANBOARD app).
-Energy efficient design with Bluetooth 4.0 (runs 3-6 months
with 2 AA batteries).
-Most parts are replaceable (sold separately).
-Stylish round form body made of solid ABS material.
-Compatible with the plastic bracket (sold separately).

Product Dimensions: H 22.2in x W 22.2in x D 1.6in, Weight
6.6lbs
Package Dimensions: 23.6in x 23.6in x 2.6in
Carton Dimensions(5 boards): 24.4in x 24.2in x 13.3in, 44lbs
* To use the LED function, a micro USB adapter that can supply power of 1.5
amperes or more (recommended 2.4 amperes) is required. (Not included with this
product.)

GRANBOARD, born in Japan, is the world's first electronic dart board to work
with the app. Currently, it is played in 65 countries around the world and has
an overwhelming world share and users. GRANBOARD is Japan's proud world
standard home board.

World
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The points of evolution are the three “s”
GRANBOARD 3s, which has been improved,
will be released without changing the existing functions.

sponge
Uses high-density sponge
for improved noise

reduction.

Spider&NumberRing
The outer area is made thicker,
making it easier to stick and

improve strength.

■point1 / Sensor
Outboard is judged by two
sensors. Supports smooth
game progress by preventing
false reactions and reliably
determining outs.

■point2 / Segment
By starting from rebuilding the mold to
improve segment and spider quality,
ease of sticking and bit durability have
been improved. The mirror finish on the
side of the segment allows for smooth
movement and minimizes stacking.

■point3 / Silent
Adopts a new shock absorbing silent
mat. Also, by improving the basic
structure and each part, the quietness
of home electronic dart board No.1 is
realized.



Integrated LED Action

Easy Maintenance

Reliable IC Core Module

Complete Silence Design

Perfect Design

Powerful APP

Player can control GRANBOARD3s,
LED mat and Hue via app and all the
LED actions are interlinked.

The stylish round design wins
favors from darts players
worldwide. The design idea of
GRANBOARD3s realizes the
demands of easy maintenance
by user and the silence
requirement for a Home darts
board.

By its complete silence design, all segme
nts are all deployed with noise absorbing
material.
As many as740 punching points
on a back sheet are processed to enable
GRANBOARD3s to achieve the highest
silence level.

Out Censor
Outer area is also deployed with
the same vibration censor as on
the board to judge the out. Censor
sensibility is adjustable vis app.

Reliable Made in Japan
Bluetooth and GRANDBOARD
control IC module is used.

As superiority as GRANDBOARD,
the functionality and games loaded
in app receive strong support from
darts players worldwide.

The design itself is to enable
the player to be able to
maintain it himself.
Player can buy the
necessary parts
separately.



GRANBOARD3s

GRANBOARD is deployed with LED as expected！ Interlinked
wit app, a fascinating light is showed at the same time with hit
and out actions.

Get Light with GRAN MAT

App can be interlinked with Philips「Hue」bulb. Player can set up
them and enjoy a fascinating light show.

Fascinating Light Show with Hue!!!

GRANBOARD Get Light

GRAN MAT with LED on two sides can be purchased separately.
GRAN MAT LED action can be interlinked with app.

Interacted LED ACTION



Set Contents

Simple Installation・Self Maintenance

GRANBOARD3s interlinks with LED Action

LED reel is velcro attached and can be attached to
GRAN MAT easily. Player can even buy and replace
the LED reel after it is damaged.

GRAN MAT LED Action Darts Mat

360 Pcs High Illumination LED
As many as 360 pcs high illumination LED are
deployed on both sides on GRAN MAT. It lights up in
accordance with the hit and out synchronously.

GRANMAT×1 LED reel ×2 Base Box×1 USB Cable×2

In accordance with the hit and out, high
illumination LED lights up and makes an
exciting darts match environment.

GRANBOARD3s Interlinked

GRAN MAT includes not adapter. Players must prepare
a higher than 2.4 A USB adapter by themselves.

GRAN MAT can be linked to GRANBOARD3s
by USB cable easily and play a LED show
without any time lag.
GRAN MAT can be used by itself alone
playing a rainbow color LED show. Player can
build up a colorful stage atmosphere at home.

Size：Length 300cm、Width 60cm

Fascinating light show darts environment
with Hue.



GRANBOARD PartsGRANBOARD Repair Parts

Change Button Unit

Sensor Sheet Protection Mat
(For GRANBOARD3/3s only)

Sensor Sheet Protection Mat
(For GRANBOARD1/2 only)

Variety of Segments

Battery Box Unit

GRANBOARD is designed for easy maintenance by players themselves.
All parts except the case can be replaced.

Repair Parts Available Models

GRANBOARD1/2 GRANBOARD 3/3s

Backboard

Numbering and Spider

Sensor Sheet



On-line Match Loaded！GRANBOARDʼs Entry Model
GRANBOARD dash

Just Simple and Easy
Thin, light and reasonable price.

GRANBOARD dash

Enjoy playing darts with girlfriend, friends and
family members as a party game.

Player can use it for self training or play darts
under different level or play on-line match.

Powerful App！

GRANBOARD dash is thin and light that it
can be placed anywhere as a decoration.

No need to pair the app with GRANBOARD.
They are automatic connected as the app is
acted. By Power-Saving design, it can work
around 3 months with 2 AA batteries.

Easy Automatic Connection
Thin and light design with 3 cm thickness and
1.8 Kg weight. The casing is made of stout ABS
material that can endure the impact from darts.

Play data is managed
automatically
in the cloud

Player card editing function.
Friend, message function.

Theme customization function.

GRANBOARD dash is not only an entry model is because
it uses the same app as a professional model.

Tremendous Games
Loaded

Live full screen on-line
game with darts player

worldwide



GRANBOARD3s and GRANBOARD dash Comparison

GRANBOARD3s

LED featured
Professional Model

GRANBOARD dash

Compact and Economical
Entry Model

LED interlinked with app Various of Repair PartsSuper Noise Reduction

The award and out action
are interlinked with app to
have the most fascinating
LED light show. Player can
select the preferred LED
color by app.
*Power supply from micro
USB is required to run LED
lights function.

Super no ise reduct ion
d e s i g n c ame t r u e b y
thoroughly improving the
internal structure. Sound
absorbing material and the
holes on the backboard
reduce the noises.

Equipped with the vibration
sensor as same as the darts
m a c h i n e . A d j u s t a b l e
sensitivity on the app to
prevent a false reaction.

Most parts are replaceable
such as segment, sensor
matrix, number ring spider,
and circuit board for the
upgrade. It allows player to
use it long time with suitable
maintenance.

Model GRAN BOARD3s GRAN BOARD dash

ONLINE PLAY ● ●

Energy efficient /
Auto connection design

● ●

Noise reduction ● ●

Outer sensor ● ×

Replacement parts ● ×

USB power supply ● ×

Dimension H565mm W565mm D40mm H550mm W500mm D30mm

Weight 3kg 1.8kg

Battery AA x2 AA x2

Included contents Brass darts 1SET
Install screw x3

Brass darts 2SET
Install screw x3

Full-fledged Outer Sensor

GRANBOARD3s Features



You can confirm the points and out by easy to see graph !
Country and World ranking is enabled by Data analysis function !

User can choose the background and award
photo and even the sound from app library.
User can also use his or her photo for the
background！

■Abundant Customized Functions

Game Line up
-01 301 / 501 / 701 / 901 / 1101 / 1501
-Cricket STANDARD CR. / CUT THROAT CR. /
HIDDEN CR. / HIDDEN CUT THROAT CR.
-Animal Battle(CPU match) 01 / CRICKET
-Practice COUNT UP / CR.COUNT UP / HALF IT /
SHOOT FORCE / ONIREN / TARGET BULL /
ARGET T20 / TARGET HAT / TARGET HORCE /
TARGET CHOICE / MULTIPLE CR. / PIRATES /
SPIDER / ROTATION
-Party BEYOND TOP / HIDE AND SEEK /TWO LINE /
FUN MISSION
-Online 01/CRICKET/PRACTICE

GRANBOARD App Introduction（3s/dash Applied）

■Darts Game Number

■On-line Match With Darts Player from 65 Counties Worldwide

GRAN ONLINE app enable you to have on-line match with Darts Players from 65 countries Worldwide.
User can play real time on-line match showing the counterpart in full screen therefore user can enjoy playing
darts even by using a small screen smartphone.
By setting up the function like AutoHandicap, MasterOut, etc., and detailed Game options, Advanced player
and even a beginner can enjoy playing darts freely.

■Play Data Be Managed In Detail



GRANBOARD CARRY BAG

Back design

Built-in thick cushion to protect
the board

Special carry bag designed for
carrying GRANBOARD

Inner pocket that can store device
and GRAN DARTS BELT

Size: Diameter 59cm, thickness 6cm
Material: Polyester 1680D
Accessories: Shoulder strap

Any t ime , a n ywh e r e GRANBOARD

GRANBOARD CARRY BAG



85cm

6cm1.5kg

TRIPOD

DARTS STAND

Lightweight, compact
and easy to set up

Any t ime , a n ywh e r e GRANBOARD

Product dimensions
Installed：Width 39in x Depth 33in x H 70in
Folded：W 3.5in x D 3.5in x H 33in
Weight: 3.3lbs

Contents
Tripod stand / logo printed original bag
general purpose O-type bracket /
U-type bracket for GRANBOARD /
measuring chain / instructions

Compatible with
Smartphone/tablet holder

(Sold Separately)

Includes dart board
bracket and measuring

chain

TRIPOD DARTS STAND

Easy adjustment with
quick release



POLE DARTS STAND

Stylish pole dart stand

POLE DARTS STAND



With this rough aluminum
pole which can resist the
impact from darts
effectively. Player can play
darts with an easy mind.

49mm diameter Rough Pole

GRAN Pole Darts Stand Features

Board Plate Holder

Aluminum Board Plate

It is difficult to shake the
holder because it attaches to
the pole firmly. Player can
adjust the height position
easily.

Chilled Lock Mechanism

Very easy to lock it by just turning
the lever. A lady can also lock it by
one touch effortlessly. It uses
chilled way and it locks to the pole
firmly comparing to use spring.

Clip Types Smartphone Holder

Bracket System

Compatible with other soft
Board and Hard Board.

Ceiling Height

210〜260cm Installable

It can be attached to the pole at
preferable position using clip.
Smartphone is griped from up and
down firmly. Player can possibly
adjust the angle because it uses
flexible mechanism.

空
間
を
ふ
さ
が
な
い

い
ち
ば
ん
シ
ン
プ
ル
な
カ
タ
チ

Body Size：Width30cm Depth10cm Height148〜270cm 3kg
Accessory：Smartphone Holder, O type darts Holder,

U type bracket, anti-vibration sponge

POLE DARTS STAND



HOLDER

TABLET HOLDER

compatible with 10-inch size

SMARTPHONE HOLDER

Hold your important smartphone firmly

If you use the supplied
string, you can also hang

Hold firmly on the
pole of the tripod

Convenient smartphone and
tablet holder that supports

49mm thick poles



DARTS BELT

GRAN DARTS BELT

Convenient BELT that allow dart boards to be set on doors and pillars

Can be installed anywhere, vertically or horizontally, such as doors, pillars, and trees
Bracket supports not only GRANBOARD but also bristle board
Easy installation without scratching even at a friend's house

Drawstring bag with GRAN logo

Package contents
- Ratchet belt
- Bracket base
- U-shaped bracket (For GRANBOARD)
- O-shaped bracket
- Drawstring bag
Package size：
12cm × 15cm × 6cm、620g

When setting on the pillar,
set the heel belt sideways

When setting to the door,
set the heel belt vertically

With ratchet belt, even women can
tighten firmly without using force



DARTS MAT

GRAN DARTS MAT

Dart mat with throw line

GRAN THROW LINE

GRAN THROW LINE for Home

Non-slip rubber on the back
Tufted weave dart mat with
GRAN logo printed

SIZE：length 300cm、width 60cm

Weak adhesive specifications
that leave no glue when peeled



DARTS BOARD PARTS

U-shaped DARTS BOARD Bracket

for GRANBOARD

O-shaped DARTS BOARD Bracket

for general purpose

GRANBOARD HOOK


